Single cell RNA-seq has enabled high-resolution characterization of molecular signatures of tumor-12 infiltrating lymphocytes. However, analyses at the transcript isoform level are rarely reported. As 13 alternative splicing is critical to T cell differentiation and activation, here we proposed a computational 14 method named as IDEA to comprehensively detect and annotate differentially used isoforms across 15 cell subtypes. We applied IDEA on a scRNA-seq dataset of 12,346 T cells from non-small cell lung 16 cancer. We found most genes tend to dominantly express one isoform in single T cells, enabling 17 typing T cells according to the isotypes given a gene. Isotype analysis suggested that tumor-infiltrating 18 T cells significantly preferred specific isotypes for 245 genes in CD8+ T cells and 456 genes in CD4+ 19 T cells. Functional annotation suggests that the preferred isoforms involved in coding/non-coding 20 switches, transcription start site changes, gains/losses of domains and subcellular translocation. 21 Clonal analysis revealed that isoform switching occurred during T cell activation/differentiation. Our 22 analysis provides precise characterization of the molecular events in tumor-infiltrating T cells and 23 sheds new lights into the regulatory mechanisms of tumor-infiltrating T cells. 24 25 65 Altogether, our work provides a comprehensive analysis of the transcript isoform landscape of tumor-66 infiltrating T cells in non-small cell lung cancer at the single-cell resolution. The abundant isoform 67 switching events identified among tumor-infiltrating T cell subtypes may serve as a rich data resource 68
INTRODUCTION 26
Tumor-infiltrating T cells play important roles in antitumor immunity. Immunotherapies targeting T 27 cells, e.g., immune checkpoint blockade, have shown promising therapeutic effects in multiple cancer 28 types (1). However, the outcomes of these therapies are inconsistent across patients, of which the 
55
Here, we established a computational pipeline, named as IDEA, to investigate the single cell transcript 56 landscape based on scRNA-seq data. By analyzing the tumor-infiltrating T cells in non-small cell lung 57 cancer patients(3), we found that genes with multiple isoforms tend to dominantly express one isoform 58 in individual T cells, allowing the definition of isotypes for each cells to characterize the preferred 59 isoform usage. Enrichment analysis based on the isotypes of individual T cells suggested that for 60 hundreds of genes T cell subtypes exhibit significantly differential preferences for isotypes, particularly 61 for the tumor-infiltrating exhausted CD8+ and regulatory CD4+ T cells. The different preferences of 62 isotypes between T cells subtypes lead to distinct biological functions including coding/non-coding 63 translocation. Clonal analysis based on TCR sequences reveals that the differential preference 64 occurred via isoform switching, which is a pervasive process during T cell clonal expansion. 4 ScRNA-seq dataset used in this study 73 We used the scRNA-seq dataset generated by Guo 
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Overview of IDEA for isoform analysis at single-cell 87 resolution 88 5
ScRNA-seq has been widely applied in biomedical studies and resulted in revolutionary discoveries in 89 various fields including cell development and cancer immunology (2-7). However, the current analysis 90 is mainly gene-focused, with the transcript isoforms seldom depicted . To identify isoform expression   91   at single-cell resolution, characterize the preference by distinct cell subtypes, and illustrate the   92   potential biological impacts, we proposed a computational method, named as IDEA (Isoform   93 Detection, Enrichment and functional Annotation), based on full-length scRNA-seq data (Figure 1 ).
94
Basically, the framework of IDEA is composed by three components: 1) isoform quantification to 95 detect the dominant isoforms expressed by individual cells; 2) enrichment analysis of cells dominantly 96 expressing specific isoforms across cell types; and 3) functional annotation of isoforms differentially 97 expressed by cells from different cell types. For cells that can trace the developmental lineages, e.g.,
98
T cells by T cell receptors, IDEA also provides a functional module to detect genes undergoing 99 isoform switching. given a gene, the isoform usages were calculated by the following formula:
124
(1)
125
where was the TPM value of the i th isoform of gene X in a given sample, and m is the total number of 126 transcript isoforms of gene X in the GENCODE annotation. The isoform usage is naturally between 0 127 and 1.
128
Evaluating the dominance of isoforms in single cells
129
We devised two metrics to quantitatively evaluate the dominance of isoform expression across genes 130 in single cells, i.e, entropy and H-index. For each cell, we discretized the isoform usages of all 131 6 transcripts into 100 bins. The fraction of isoforms in the i th bin is denoted as pi. We used the following 132 formula to estimate the entropy of isoform usage for the given cell:
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145
Hence higher the H-indexes indicates more genes having dominant isoforms expressed.
146
We constructed pseudo-bulk RNA-seq data by merging all TTCs from patients, P1202 and P1010 147 individually, and collected the real bulk RNA-seq data of P1010. A series of sequencing depth were 148 simulated by random sampling reads from merged bulks and real bulks using seqtk 149 (https://github.com/lh3/seqtk), in orderto evaluate the impacts of sequencing depth on the dominance 150 of isoforms. The same isoform quantification pipeline was applied to all these bulk RNA-seq data.
151
Isotypes of single cells 152
The dominant expression of one isoform in single cells allows defining the isotypes of single cells 153 when the gene is given. To analyze the isotypes of single T cells in lung cancer and reach robust 154 conclusions, we excluded those low expressed genes that had TPMs of all the isoforms < 3. Given a 155 cell, the isoform of one gene with the usage > 0.75 was defined as the dominant isoform in this cell, 156 and the isotype of this cell for the given gene was labeled as "TGENE ISOFORM ". For genes that had no 157 isoform with usage > 0.75, the isotype was labeled as TGENE MIX . Here we used 0.75 as the threshold to 158 identify the dominant isoform, which can guarantee that the usage of the top isoform is at least 3-fold 159 of the second isoform. More stringent cutoffs can also be used but will not change the observations in 160 this study. A virtual isotype labelled as TGENE NO_EXPR was introduced to denote the phenotypes of 161 single cells that did not express the specific genes.
162
Quantifying the enrichment of different isotypes in T cell subtypes 
179
Furthermore, we combined signal peptides and transmembrane regions to determine the potential 180 subcellular locations. Proteins with at least one transmembrane region were assumed to be 181 membrane-integrated. Proteins without any transmembrane region were examined for the existence 182 of the signal peptides. If the signal peptides exist, the protein were assumed to be secreted.
183
Otherwise, the protein were assumed to be cytoplasmic.
184
Identification and categorization of differential isotypes and cells harboring the same clonotype would be considered clonal. Among the cells passed filters 204 described above, we identified 659 clonotypes were shared by at least two T cells.
205
Within each clonotype, we examined the number of isotypes for each gene. Genes with at least two 206 isotypes expressed in at least one clonotype would be assumed to undergo isoform switching since 207 the expression pattern was likely to switch between isotypes during the clonal expansion. P values for 208 the statistical significance of the overlap between genes with isoform switching and genes with 209 differential isotypes across T cell subtypes was evaluated by assuming a hypergeometric distribution 210 using R function phyper with parameter 'lower.tail = FALSE'.
211

RESULTS
212
The presence of dominant isoforms in single cells Figure 2a) . As for 269 CD4+ T cells, the number of genes with enriched isotypes was slightly more than that of CD8+ T cells 270 (6241 genes), and about 17% (1044/6241) of genes with multiple enriched isotypes were detected in 271 more than one CD4+ T cell type ( Supplementary Figure 2b ).
272
CD8 exhausted T cells were found to derive the most genes (3650 genes) with significant enriched 273 isotypes (Figure 3a) . This phenomenon is not influenced by the number of cells in each cell subtype 274 ( Supplementary Figure 2c) , (Figure 3c ; Supplementary Figure 2e ,f).
281
CD8A, a gene encoding a critical co-receptor for T cell receptor, showed differential isoform 
319
For genes with coding/non-coding shifts ( Supplementary Table 2 ), pathways such as chemotaxis 320 and T cell activation were enriched based on gene ontology enrichment analysis (Figure 4c ), of which 321 PRDM1 is of particular interest for its crucial roles in CD8+ T cell differentiation and exhaustion(44).
322
The isotypes of effector memory (CD8_C3-CX3CR1) and exhausted T cells (CD8_C6-LAYN) for 323 PRDM1 showed significant differences (Figure 4d 
335
GO term enrichment analysis for those genes belonging to the "alternative TSS" category 336 ( Supplementary Table 3 
346
Isoforms of 17 genes with differential preferences in CD8+ T cells were detected to have differed 347 subcellular location ( Supplementary Table 4 ). 361 25 genes that have alternative domains between isoforms were found with differential enrichment 362 among CD8+ T cell subtypes ( Supplementary Table 5 ). GO term enrichment analysis suggested that 363 these genes participate in immune responses to viral infection (Figure 5f ).
364
One representative gene is HAPLN3, which was highly expressed in naive T cells (CD8_C1-LEF1) 365 and exhausted T cells (CD8_C6-LAYN) ( Supplementary Figure 1d) . 
These differences between naive T cells and exhausted T cells regarding the isoforms of HAPLN3
373 may be associated with the migratory and tumor-resident properties of naïve and exhausted T cells, 374 respectively, although the expression levels were similar at the gene level.
375
Analyses at isoform level also provide new insights into gene functions in CD4+ T cell subtypes. A 376 total of 442 genes were detected with differential isotypes between CD4+ T cell subtypes (Figure 6a ),
377
including 177 genes with coding/non-coding differences between isoforms ( Supplementary Table 8 ), 378 58 genes with alternative TSSs ( Supplementary Table 9 ), 32 genes with distinct subcellular location 379 potentials ( Supplementary Table 10 ), and 46 genes with alternative domains ( Supplementary Table   380 11). Across all the 9 CD4+ T cell subtypes, we found that tumor-infiltrating regulatory T cells 381 (CD4_C9-CTLA4) have the most distinct pattern at isoform level compared with other subtypes and 382 353 genes were detected with differential isotypes between regulatory T cells and exhausted CD4+ T 
386
BIRC3 is one of the 177 genes that have isoforms with different coding potentials (Supplementary 387 
415
Pervasive isoform switching across multi-isoform 416 genes 417 Isoform switching between conditions was frequently reported by previous studies based on bulk 418 samples(57). However, evidence at the single-cell resolution has been rarely reported. Here we 419 utilized the clonal information of T cells informed by TCR sequences to identify isoform switching 420 events on the single-cell level. Since T cells with the same TCR sequences were originated from the 421 same clone, given one gene, the occurrence of more than one isotype within the same T cell clone 422 would indicate isoform switching.
423
A total of 3020 T cells were found to share identical TCRs with other cells, including 1988 CD8+ and 424 1032 CD4+ clonal T cells (Figure 7a ). CD8+ clonal T cells formed 379 TCR clonotypes with the 425 number of clonal cells within each clonotype ranging from 2 to 66. 280 clonotypes were identified 426 within CD4+ clonal T cells and the number of cells within each clonotypes ranges from 2 to 72. For 427 these clonotypes, we found that a large proportion of genes have more than two isotypes in a single 428 clone (Figure 7b ). Among these genes, FYN was found to be the most diverse genes, with 13 429 isotypes identified in clone P0616A_C000008:88. Among the 583 clonotypes that had FYN 430 expressing, 26% (153/583) of clones were found to have at least two isotypes for FYN ( Figure 7c ).
431
Beyond FYN, 10032 out of 14629 genes with multiple isoforms expressed in CD8+ clonal T cells were 432 also found to have at least two isotypes in at least one clonotype (Figure 7d ). Similar observations 433 were also found in CD4+ T cell clonotypes, with 64% (9328/14629) of genes having at least two 434 isotypes identified in at least one clonotype. Together, these observations indicate that pervasive 435 isoform switching events occurred during T cell activation/proliferation in the lung cancer tumor 436 microenvironment, thus the genes having at least two isotypes in at least one clonotype were termed 437 as genes with isoform switching. Close examination of CD8A and APOBEC3D, two of genes with 438 isoform switching, in individual cells confirmed the isoform switching within the same T cell clonotypes 439 ( Supplementary Figure 3) . In the clonotype P0616A_C000008:88 with 88 T cells, four CD8A 440 isotypes were found and each was supported by abundant reads mapped to the specific junctions 441 ( Supplementary Figure 3a, b) . Similarly, three isotypes of APOBEC3D were robustly identified in 442 CD4+ T cell clonotypes exemplified by P1202_C000002:95 ( Supplementary Figure 3c, d) . In 443 addition, the genes with differential enriched isotypes were extremely enriched in genes with isoform 444 switching in both CD8 T cells and CD4 T cells (Figure 6f, g) . Altogether, these results suggest that 445 isoform switching is a pervasive phenomenon during T cell clonal expansion and may contribute to 446 the differential isoform usage in various T cell subtypes that were formerly observed.
447
DISCUSSION
448
In this study, we proposed a computational pipeline to investigate the isoform landscape at single-cell Fisher's exact test, we established a statistical pipeline to quantify the significance of isoform 460 preference between T cell subtypes and observed that 557 genes expressed differential isoforms 461 among CD8+ T cell subtypes with sufficient significance after multiple testing correction. Even for 462 genes constitutively expressed in CD8+ T cells such as CD8A, significant changes at the isoform level 463 were also detected among T cell subtypes, suggesting that differential isoform usage may be a widely 464 applied mechanism to regulate the function and state of T cells. In particular, most differential isoform 465 usage events were found between the tumor-infiltrating exhausted CD8+ T cells and other CD8+ T 466 cells and between the tumor-infiltrating CD4+ Tregs and other CD4+ T cells, which may suggest that 467 changing the alternative splicing landscape is another important mechanism for tumor 468 microenvironment co-opting the infiltrated T cells. 
501
Finally, there is no reason to believe that the differential isoform usage and switching is restricted to T 502 cells. We identified T cell isoform patterns because we were at the advantageous position to have 503 generated such deeply sequenced single cell SMART-seq2 data. 
